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A potent antigen-specific T cell response to HIV infection can contribute to the control of viral replication and is therefore beneficial to the host. However, HIV-mediated increases in generalized T cell activation also appear to accelerate both viral replication and CD4+ T cell depletion. A new study in the JCI attempts to experimentally distinguish the beneficial versus harmful aspects of this immune response.
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A potent antigen-specific T cell response to HIV infection can contribute to the control of viral replication and is therefore beneficial to the host. However, HIV-mediated increases in generalized T cell activation also appear to accelerate both viral replication and CD4+ T cell depletion. A new study in the JCI attempts to experimentally distinguish the beneficial versus harmful aspects of this immune response (see the related article beginning on page 836).

Acute HIV infection is associated with symptoms almost everyone has experienced — fever, sore throat, swollen glands, and often a transient rash. These are not specific to HIV, but rather a consequence of the high level of immune activation that is induced in defense of HIV and other acute viral infections. Although a strong immune response is presumably beneficial in most acute infections, specific properties of HIV raise the question as to whether immune activation in this setting may also have harmful consequences. HIV selectively infects and replicates in activated CD4+ cells, suggesting that the antiviral effects of the acute immune response may be counterbalanced by the detrimental effects of adding additional fuel (i.e., activated CD4+ T cells) to the fire. The proinflammatory aspects of HIV infection also result in the activation and proliferation of CD4+ T cells specific for antigens other than HIV (the so-called “innocent bystanders”), which can also become productively infected with HIV, albeit at a lower frequency (1). Thus, a stronger immune response to HIV might have the paradoxical effect of enhancing viral replication and accelerating disease progression.

Unfortunately, this synergistic interaction between immune activation and viral replication is only part of the story. More importantly from the host’s perspective, chronic heightened activation of the immune system may also contribute in a direct manner to progressive CD4+ T cell depletion. One widely accepted model of HIV immunopathogenesis postulates that heightened immune activation results in accelerated activation and proliferation of memory-effector CD4+ T cells (2). These cells are destined to die rapidly as a consequence of activation-induced cell death and/or due to direct infection by HIV. Over time, the naive and central memory pools become exhausted and unable to generate new primary responses or maintain the peripheral CD4+ T cell count (3, 4).

Given this background, some have questioned whether the immune response to HIV might cause more harm than good. Indeed, substantial circumstantial evidence for such paradoxical effects exists, including the observation that immune activation is a strong independent predictor of disease outcome in antiretroviral-untreated and -treated individuals (5, 6). Along these lines, much has recently been made of the observation that sooty mangabeys, the natural host of simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV), support high levels of viral replication but fail to exhibit a clear increase in immune activation and/or inflammation (7, 8). These animals appear to tolerate SIV infection quite well, having life spans that are not dramatically different from those of uninfected animals. In contrast, when SIV is experimentally transferred to rhesus macaques, dramatic increases in immune activation occur, and animals progress rapidly to AIDS and death.

Separating the protective versus destructive aspects of the immune response

In this issue of the JCI, Garber and colleagues use a clever experimental approach in an attempt to differentiate the potential harmful aspects of virus-mediated increases in T cell activation and/or proliferation from the benefits associated with the generation of an effective SIV-specific T cell response (9). Four adult rhesus macaques were treated with a monoclonal antibody combination designed to block costimulation and thereby eliminate cellular activation during acute SIV infection. CTLA4Ig was used to block CD4 stimulation through CD28/CD80/86 interactions, and anti-CD40L was administered to block CD4 stimulation through CD40-CD40L interactions.

The effect of this treatment, administered before and during acute SIV infection, was compared to the effect of no treatment in four acutely infected control animals. Viral load, T cell activation, antigen-specific T cell and B cell immune responses, and the emergence of CTL escape mutations were closely monitored during the first few months of infection.
As mentioned above, viral T cells and dramatically impaired the antigen-specific B cell response (as defined by the generation of neutralizing activity against SIVmac251, a related lab-adapted strain of SIV). Collectively, these decreases in the magnitude and presumably breadth of the adaptive immune response significantly impaired the subsequent ability of the immune system to control viral replication. Interestingly, those same antibody-treated animals experienced less early immune escape as measured by polymorphisms within known CD8 T cell epitopes, consistent with reduced immune selection pressure.

Despite transient costimulation blockade, AIDS virus infection was not transformed into a benign condition in these animals (9). After costimulation blockade was discontinued, SIV replication increased in a transient manner. Viral and T cell dynamics during the immediate post-blockade period were consistent with an early increase in proliferating cells (a surrogate for infectable cells) followed by a possible increase in the SIV-specific T cell and B cell immune responses. SIV RNA levels increased and then decreased as an apparent consequence. Interestingly, despite all of the early manipulations, the steady-state level of viremia that occurred at or after week 14 of the study was similar in the experimental versus control animals.

Viral fitness and pathogenicity

What novel pathogenesis insights were realized as a consequence of this study? On one hand, the immunogenicity of SIV (or, by extension, HIV) increases the number of proliferating CD4+ T cells, which contributes in a direct manner to early peak viremia (9). On the other hand, the data indicate that generation of an effective SIV-specific immune response is a critical factor in curtailing viral replication. Thus, where control of viral replication is the desired outcome, the immune response is indeed both beneficial and harmful. These studies provide the first clear evidence in primates of the contribution of cellular activation to disease enhancement.

This study raises the question of whether disease outcome can be modified by decreasing the proinflammatory aspects of the infection. As mentioned above, viral replication in sooty mangabeys is often high, yet these animals do not progress clinically (10). While viral fitness—a measure of the virus’s capacity to replicate in vivo—is similar in macaques and sooty mangabeys, viral pathogenicity—a measure of the capacity of a virus to cause disease—clearly differs between the two species (Figure 1). This difference appears to be mediated by reduced levels of immune activation and T cell turnover in the sooty mangabey (7,11). Thus, preservation of CD4+ T cells rather than establishment of a lower viral load set-point may be the more relevant outcome for studies in which immune activation is targeted. The work of Garber et al. focused on virologic rather than immunologic outcomes, perhaps because the sample size required to assess the latter outcome would be much larger (9). The fact that the treated animals appeared to progress clinically more rapidly than the untreated animals suggests, however, that transient costimulation blockade did not provide any durable protection, but rather on balance accelerated disease progression.

Why costimulation blockade was not protective

Several factors may have contributed to the failure of the treated animals to achieve a durable clinical and immunologic benefit. First, the administration of costimulation blockade may have been too short. An interesting follow-up experiment would be to continue costimulation blockade indefinitely to determine whether immunologic and clinical health could have been maintained in a situation where virus replicates at will but generalized immune activation is prevented.

Second, costimulation blockade may have blunted the generation of beneficial SIV-specific immune responses without affecting the harmful SIV-mediated increases in generalized immune activation. Garber and colleagues provide some evidence for this, as their treated animals clearly had an early increase in T cell proliferation (as measured by Ki67 expression) despite costimulation blockade (9). Since the mechanism for the SIV/HIV-mediated increase in immune activation remains unclear, interventions that effectively prevent an antigen-specific immune response (e.g., costimulation blockade) may not necessarily prevent the deleterious impact SIV/HIV has on immune activation and by extension CD4+ T cell loss and clinical progression. For example, as suggested by Garber and colleagues, SIV/HIV-mediated depletion of regulatory or suppressor T cells may be the central factor. Rapid depletion of these cells in vivo by the cytopathic effect of HIV/SIV could result in loss of immunologic control and high T cell activation and/or turnover. Understanding the mechanism whereby SIV/HIV causes nonspecific increases in immune activation is clearly needed if specific interventions to block this effect are to occur.

Third, the SIV-infected macaque may not be an appropriate model in which to test the hypothesis that the immune response might be more harmful that beneficial. Discussion on this point requires speculation on how viral evolution within a host...
impacts on viral evolution within a population. Theoretically, SIV/HIV and their infected hosts may co-evolve towards a point where virus replication and transmission efficiency increase while the capacity of the virus to cause disease decreases. A state of maximal viral fitness with minimal pathogenicity may already have been achieved in sooty mangabeyes, the natural host of SIV. To what degree this has or will occur in humans remains speculative. However, recent data clearly indicate that HIV has evolved within genetically distinct populations to avoid immune detection (12–14). Preliminary data suggest that this immune evasion has been associated with higher viral load set-points (i.e., greater fitness) and an accelerated rate of disease progression (i.e., greater or at least preserved pathogenicity) (12, 14). Evolutionary pressure leading to a benign sooty mangabey–like virus/host relationship in humans to avoid immune detection occurs in patients with multi-drug-resistant HIV. Antiretroviral-treated individuals with drug-resistant HIV often experience a durable decrease in viral load below pretreatment levels and a durable increase in CD4+ T cell counts. This sustained immunologic benefit occurs even after controlling for the level of viremia and is associated with increased numbers of HIV-specific CD4+ T cell counts and decreased levels of immune activation (17, 18). Therapeutic manipulation of HIV in which the pathogenic effect of the virus is reduced may be a reasonable approach, particularly in patients for whom fully suppressive combination antiretroviral therapy is not available.

In summary, the work of Garber et al. tells us things we did not know, but also leaves many questions open (9). It shows that immune activation contributes directly to the initial peak viremia, and that the generation of a primary immune response to SIV is a critical determinant of the steady-state level of viremia that occurs during chronic infection. This study also provides preliminary albeit largely indirect evidence that the immunologic response may also be harmful inasmuch as it provides a larger number of target cells to support viral replication. More importantly, this study is one of the first to differentiate the beneficial from the harmful effects of the host response and therefore sets the stage in which strategies might be devised that limit the in vivo pathogenic effect of the virus rather than simply reducing the in vivo replicative fitness of the virus.
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